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Abstract

Objective: The Attempted Suicide Short Intervention Program (ASSIP) was adapted for hospital 

delivery and to address substance use problems as well as evaluated for feasibility, acceptability, 

and therapist fidelity in a series of preparatory steps (n=28) and in a pilot randomized controlled 

trial, RCT (n=34).

Method: In the RCT, patients with suicide attempts and substance use problem(s) with sufficient 

lengths of stay to deliver three ASSIP therapy sessions in hospital were randomized to adapted 

ASSIP or treatment as usual control. A blinded assessor identified suicide reattempts over 6-month 

follow-up with the Columbia-Suicide Severity Rating Scale (C-SSRS) and a comprehensive multi

source method. Treatment process measures and the Scale for Suicidal Ideation (SSI) were also 

administered.
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Results: Median hospital stay was 13 days. ASSIP subjects reported high satisfaction with the 

treatment and high therapeutic alliance. Study therapists showed high fidelity to the modified 

ASSIP intervention. Repetition of suicide attempt was common in both study groups including a 

combined 9 (26%) subjects with reattempt based on C-SSRS and 13 (38%) subjects with reattempt 

based on multiple sources.

Conclusions: Adult suicide attempt patients with substance use problems who require lengthy 

hospitalizations are at exceptionally high risk and may require additional strategies to lower risk.
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Introduction

In 2019, there were 47,511 suicides in the United States, making it the tenth leading cause 

of death [1], along with more than 490,000 emergency department visits for suicide attempt 

[2]. Suicide attempts that lead to hospital admission are associated with dramatic risk for 

repetition of attempt and eventual suicide, with greatest risk in the initial months following 

discharge [3]. A hospital stay may provide a window of opportunity for openness to change, 

rapid intervention, and dramatic therapeutic progress which has been labeled “teachable 

moment” [4]. Indeed, teachable moment was used as the basis for the development 

of a promising, one session hospital-based intervention for suicide attempt patients [5]. 

Accordingly, the testing of methods to intervene with hospitalized suicide attempt patients to 

lower risk for subsequent suicidal behavior is of urgent public health significance.

Risk for suicidal behavior is increased by alcohol use disorder, a pattern of hazardous 

drinking, and by acute use of alcohol (drinking during the event), with risk rising steeply 

with the amount of alcohol consumed [6]. Drug use disorders also confer risk for suicidal 

behavior [7] including cocaine, amphetamine [8], and opioid use disorders [9]. Substance 

use disorder patients pose several challenges to suicide prevention including the potential for 

emergent risk for suicidal behavior during alcohol intoxication [10] and substance-induced 

depression [11]. Yet, patients with substance-related problems may receive less intensive 

treatment responses for suicidal risk such as reduced emergency department evaluation and 

referral efforts and shorter hospital stays [12–14].

Treatment Development Project

To address the need for evidence-based psychotherapy that may be delivered during 

hospitalization to lower risk for repetition of suicidal behavior, and addresses the challenges 

posed by substance use problems, we launched a three-year treatment development project. 

We based it on a seminal treatment development guide which outlined an iterative approach 

to development, refinement, and preliminary examination of the utility of a new or 

adapted intervention [15]. Specifically, we adapted the Attempted Suicide Short Intervention 

Program (ASSIP) [16] and piloted the adapted intervention. ASSIP is a manualized, 

patient-centered intervention that draws on narrative therapy, video playback, and cognitive

behavioral techniques and typically consists of three sessions. In session one, the clinician 
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videotapes the narrative interview of the patient telling the “story” of their suicide attempt 

and what led up to it. In session two, the patient views segments of the video with the ASSIP 

therapist, leading to a shared understanding of the background, warning signs, triggers, and 

relevant vulnerabilities/threatened life goals that led up to the suicide attempt. In session 

three, the therapist presents a draft of a case formulation that is revised collaboratively with 

the patient in session, leading to a detailed suicide prevention plan. A homework task is also 

completed. Standardized follow-up letters signed by their ASSIP therapist are also sent to 

their patients as a means of support and to serve as a reminder that the therapist is available 

as a resource [16].

We chose ASSIP because it is brief, making it feasible to deliver it in hospital and thus 

take advantage of a teachable moment. Moreover, in a seminal randomized controlled trial 

(RCT), ASSIP showed efficacy to reduce risk for suicide reattempt in 120 adult suicide 

attempt patients with 24-month follow-up, showing a large effect size [17]. Specifically, 

the goals of the current project were to: adapt ASSIP for rapid administration during 

hospitalization to adult suicide attempt patients with substance use problems; establish 

feasibility and acceptability of the adapted ASSIP intervention among patients as well as 

therapist fidelity to the intervention; and to preliminarily describe suicide reattempt (primary 

outcome) and suicidal ideation (secondary outcome) in subjects who received the adapted 

ASSIP intervention and a control or treatment as usual (TAU) group who did not receive it. 

All subjects received TAU and enhanced safety measures.

Methods

Treatment Development Steps

We conducted the study at the University of Rochester Medical Center (URMC) in a series 

of six iterative steps including four a priori steps and two additional steps that became 

necessary. The study was approved by the IRB at URMC.

Step 1 (Adaptation)—We adapted ASSIP in two fundamental ways: 1) so the standard 

three ASSIP sessions could be completed during hospitalization including on consecutive 

days when necessary; 2) so the adapted ASSIP intervention could address patients’ 

substance use problems in addition to their suicide risk, for example, by integrating the role 

of substance use into the case formulation, homework task, and suicidal behavior prevention 

plan. We elaborated on the adaption in a prior report [18].

Step 2 (Training and Establishing Hospital Collaborations)—We established 

collaborations with hospital units and consult services, developing procedures to administer 

ASSIP in patient’s hospital rooms (e.g., taping the sessions using a camcorder on the 

patient’s nightstand), and doing so in a timely way to complete the therapy prior to 

discharge. Study therapists were a PhD graduate student in clinical psychology and the study 

principal investigator (PI) who received 16 hours of in-person training by a developer of 

ASSIP (this was the second such training for the PI). We also developed a fidelity checklist 

to assess therapist competence and adherence to the adapted ASSIP intervention [19].
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Step 3 (First Open Trial)—We conducted an open trial in which all subjects received 

ASSIP (n = 12). This pilot study established the feasibility of recruiting adult suicide 

attempt patients with substance use problems hospitalized at URMC, completing the ASSIP 

therapy during hospitalization, demonstrating subject tolerance of and satisfaction with 

the therapy, and of retaining subjects over short-term follow-up. The study therapists also 

received intensive supervision of five cases each by the developers of ASSIP, leading to their 

certification as ASSIP therapists.

Step 4 (First RCT)—We launched a pilot RCT with parallel assignment and random 

allocation that compared ASSIP to a control group, along with enhanced safety measures. 

However, after enrolling eight subjects, two subjects died by suicide during the 6-month 

follow-up period (1 ASSIP, 1 control). Neither death was determined to be study related 

but these deaths underscored the high-risk nature of the study population and required us 

to modify the trial [20] in order to strengthen subject safety measures. Accordingly, we 

discontinued the trial, added a study data safety monitoring board (DSMB), and consulted 

with the DSMB, the developers of ASSIP, and two other experts.

Step 5 (Second Open Trial with Added Safety Procedures)—We revised the study 

in two ways. First, we added a fourth therapy session one week after discharge to aid 

ASSIP patients in making the transition from the hospital to the community. The major 

goals of this session were to assess the subject’s post-discharge adjustment and safety, 

to update the written suicide behavior prevention plan as needed, and to reinforce the 

importance of adherence to outpatient treatment. As time allowed and when it was clinically 

indicated, we also conducted a “mini-exposure,” deemed a fourth optional session in the 

ASSIP manual [16], whereby the therapist and patient watched segments of the narrative 

interview to identify additional lessons learned and prevention strategies now that the patient 

was seeking to apply the therapy in their home environment. Second, for all subjects, we 

added up to three standardized telephone check-ins conducted by study staff within the 

first month of discharge to screen for acute suicide risk, to promote safety as needed, and 

to reinforce adherence to keeping post-hospital treatment appointments. After making the 

aforementioned revisions, we piloted them in a second open trial (n = 8).

Step 6 (Second RCT)—We conducted a second RCT to provide a preliminary 

examination of the modified ASSIP treatment and a non-ASSIP control condition. We 

describe the methods and results of this second RCT for the remainder of this report.

Subjects.: The sample was made up of adults who were admitted to hospital at URMC 

following a suicide attempt. Subjects were identified by the research coordinator or PI 

through communications between researchers and hospital units and consultations services 

along with review of the electronic medical record. If deemed potentially eligible, and 

after obtaining permission of clinical staff to approach a patient, the research coordinator 

summarized the study briefly, answered questions, and administered a screen to determine 

eligibility.

There were four inclusion criteria (all needed to be met): 1) age 18-plus; 2) speaks and 

understands English; 3) positive screen for alcohol use problems in the past year on 
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the 3-item Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test – Consumption (females: score of 

3-plus; males, score of 4-plus) [21] or recurrent use of “prescription drugs for non-medical 

reasons” or “illegal drugs” in the past year based on self-reported use of such drugs in 

response to standardized items on a “monthly” “weekly” or “daily or almost daily basis” 

(as opposed to “never” or “once or twice”); and 4) a suicide attempt with intent to die 

leading to hospitalization assessed with the item, “at the time you attempted suicide or tried 

to harm yourself, what percentage of you wanted to die?,” with percentages greater than zero 

satisfying the criterion [22]. We administered additional assessments of suicidal behavior, 

alcohol use problems, and drug use problems at the baseline assessment to characterize the 

sample, but we did not use these measures to conduct additional screening. We also did not 

require that suicide attempts occur in the context of alcohol or drug use. Exclusion criteria 

were: 1) residing outside a 40-mile radius of URMC which would create a burden for the 

subject to return for a fourth session post-discharge; 2) hospital stay that was anticipated to 

be too brief to deliver three sessions of ASSIP; 3) acute mania or psychosis; 4) impaired 

cognitive functioning or acute medical difficulties that would preclude participation; and 5) 

prisoner status.

Treatment Assignment and Masking.: After completing the baseline assessment, the 

research coordinator used a computer program to randomly assign subjects to treatment 

arm in blocks stratified by multiple attempt history to ensure a balance of multiple suicide 

attempt patients, a marker for risk for reattempt, between study conditions. The research 

coordinator did not know in advance which treatment the next subject would get in order to 

ensure proper allocation concealment. Subjects were informed of their assignment and those 

assigned to ASSIP typically had their first session the following day. A different assessor, 

who was masked to treatment assignment, performed the follow-up assessments that were 

planned for 1-, 3-, and 6-months after hospital discharge.

Experimental and Comparison Conditions.: The ASSIP group was assigned to a modified 

4-session version of ASSIP, with the final session scheduled approximately one-week post

discharge (described above). Validated self-report measures assessed satisfaction with the 

therapy using the Client Satisfaction Questionnaire (CSQ) [23] and therapeutic alliance 

using the revised Working Alliance Inventory-Short Revised (WAI-SR) [24]. Fidelity to 

each therapy session was rated based on independent review of 50% of randomly selected 

ASSIP therapy cases using a measure developed for the project [19]. Informed by prior 

work in therapist fidelity measurement [25], both “adherence” (i.e., compliance with each 

technical procedure) and broader the concept of “competence” (i.e., therapeutic skill in 

recognizing distress, providing a therapeutic milieu, and executing the skills) were assessed. 

The content of these fidelity assessments closely aligned with the content of the first three 

ASSIP sessions [16]. Specifically, fidelity scores were derived by dividing the obtained 

score by the maximum possible score to generate a percentage (range 0% to 100%). The 

assessment of fidelity to the fourth therapy session was based on the extent to which the key 

agenda items for this study-specific meeting were met including assessment of the subject’s 

post-discharge adjustment, reinforcement of their connection with a community therapist, 

and updating their written prevention plan, along with facilitating a guided “mini-exposure” 

as described in the ASSIP manual.
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All subjects were provided TAU during their hospitalization. TAU was provided on a variety 

of inpatient units including extended observation units, intensive care units, other medical 

wards, psychiatric inpatient units, and the “medicine in psychiatry unit” for patients with 

acute psychiatric needs who require medical stabilization. Subjects on a psychiatry unit 

and the medicine in psychiatry unit also completed a standard 6-step safety plan prior to 

discharge [26] that was administered by hospital staff as part of TAU. All subjects were also 

provided referral(s) for further treatment at discharge in line with TAU. The research team 

reinforced the importance of adhering to such treatment recommendations. Subjects also 

received enhanced safety measures (described below).

Outcome Measures.: The primary outcome was the number of subjects who made a 

suicide reattempt over 6-month follow-up, assessed in two ways. First, the Columbia-Suicide 

Severity Rating Scale (C-SSRS) was administered at baseline and at 1-, 3-, and 6-month 

follow-up to identify suicide attempts [27]. The dates of suicide attempts identified on the 

C-SSRS were obtained from the subject with the aid of a calendar. The C-SSRS has been 

validated for use with high-risk clinical populations [27] and for administration by telephone 

[28]. Second, we used a multi-source strategy [29] to identify and date suicide reattempts 

over follow-up including those identified on the C-SSRS or during telephone check-ins, 

review of the electronic medical record, or correspondence with patient’s consent with 

family or treatment providers.

The secondary outcome investigated changes in two measures of suicidal ideation (self

reported current and worst point) from baseline to 6-month follow-up as assessed by the 

Scale for Suicidal Ideation (SSI) [30]. The SSI is an interview measure with range 0–38 with 

two subscales (current, worst point). The SSI-current was used to assess suicidal ideation 

in the past week at baseline and suicidal ideation in the past week at 6-month follow-up. 

The SSI-worst point was used to assess suicidal ideation over one’s lifetime at its worst 

crisis point at baseline and to assess suicidal ideation at its worst crisis point during 6-month 

follow-up.

Safety Measures.: All subjects (ASSIP, control) received a safety procedures’ intervention 

in hospital in accordance with National Institute of Mental Health recommendations for 

research with high-risk individuals [31]. These procedures included sharing summary results 

of the research assessments regarding suicidal thoughts, suicidal behaviors, alcohol and 

drug use problems, and depressive symptoms with appropriate hospital clinical staff. This 

information was also shared, with subjects’ permission and a signed release of information, 

to their ongoing therapist or treatment program and, if none existed, to the therapist or 

program to which they were being referred. ASSIP therapy written case formulations were 

also shared with ongoing therapists with subjects’ permission. Control subjects also received 

general information about safety precautions and procedures to follow in the event of a crisis 

and emergency phone numbers.

All subjects were scheduled to receive up to three telephone check-ins conducted by study 

staff during the first month post-discharge to inquire about any difficulties with keeping 

scheduled treatment appointments, to problem solve as needed to keep such appointments, 

to confirm contact information, and to screen for acute risk for suicidal behavior. Study 
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staff discussed the check-in results with the PI, typically while the subject was still on the 

phone, if the screening items suggested risk. In these instances, the PI would perform further 

assessment and take appropriate actions depending on the subject’s severity and acuity.

Subjects were scheduled to receive follow-up assessments at 1-month, 3-month, and 6

months post-discharge which also provided an opportunity to assess risk and promote safety. 

In instances of potential acute suicide risk, the PI reviewed the assessment before speaking 

with the subject to conduct further evaluation of safety and to make plans to promote safety. 

The measures routinely used to promote safety included assessment, refining and reinforcing 

the prevention plan, promoting adherence to treatment, and coordinating with family and/or 

treatment providers with subjects’ knowledge and consent. More rarely, we enlisted the 

assistance of a mobile crisis team to check on a patient in their home.

Analyses and Sample Size Calculation.: Data were screened for missingness, 

nonnormality, nonlinearity, and heteroscedasticity using statistics and graphic 

representations. Descriptive statistics were conducted to describe the sample and the 

outcome variables at baseline and over 6-month follow-up in the study groups. The planned 

sample size (n = 40) was based on guidelines for treatment development research [15] in 

order to adapt the therapy and to assess feasibility, safety, and patient acceptability. This 

sample size was assumed to be inadequate for the purpose of examining the efficacy of the 

modified ASSIP intervention or to generate stable effect size estimates [32]. Accordingly, 

and consistent with the approach taken by a recent treatment development study of a 

hospital-based intervention to lower risk for suicide reattempt [5], we did not compare the 

study groups on change in risk for suicide reattempt or other study outcomes.

Results

Second RCT

Enrollment—Over a 13-month period (February 2019-March 2020), 185 hospital patients 

were pre-screened for eligibility based on discussions with treatment providers and/or 

review of the electronic medical record, with 111 excluded, most commonly due to short 

hospital stays that would preclude delivery of the ASSIP treatment in hospital (n = 61), 

yielding 74 patients who were approached for screening (see Figure 1). Of these patients, 

40 were excluded because they had no substance use problem based on the completed 

eligibility screen (n = 18). The remaining subjects (n = 34) were enrolled in the second 

RCT and completed the consent procedure and then a baseline assessment. Following 

baseline assessment, subjects were randomized to the ASSIP (n = 16) and control (n = 

18) conditions. We did not reach our planned sample size of 40 because recruitment was 

discontinued in March 2020 as necessitated by the statewide executive order due to the 

COVID-19 pandemic.

Baseline and Clinical Characteristics—ASSIP subjects and control subjects were 

similar and, therefore, we describe their characteristics for the combined sample (n = 34). 

Subjects were hospitalized a mean 16 days (median 13 days) and enrolled in the study a 

mean 5 days (median 4 days) following hospitalization. Mean age of subjects was 41 years 

and most were female (65%) and White, non-Hispanic (59%). A minority were employed 
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(35%) or married or living with a partner (29%). Most subjects had a history of multiple 

suicide attempts (53%). Mean “percentage of you wanted to die” in the suicide attempt 

preceding hospitalization as reported by subjects was 84%. Alcohol-related problems (62%) 

were common as determined by a score of 8-plus on the 10-item AUDIT (range 0–40) 

and other drug use problems were common based on a score of 2-plus on the 10-item 

abbreviated version of the Drug Abuse Screening Test (range 0–10) [33, 34]. A discharge 

diagnosis of mood disorder was typical (85%). Mean depression scores based on the PHQ-9 

[35] were in the severe range.

ASSIP Therapy—Of the 16 subjects assigned to ASSIP, 81% received at least three 

sessions, with 69% receiving a fourth therapy session post-discharge. Subjects reported 

high satisfaction with the ASSIP therapy, mean (SD) CSQ score = 29.5 (3.0) (scale range 

= 8–32) and high therapeutic alliance with study therapists, mean (SD) WAI-SR score = 

53.6 (7.2) (scale range = 12–60). Therapist fidelity to ASSIP sessions was high, with mean 

adherence scores of 92% and above and mean competence scores of 89% and above to 

the first three ASSIP sessions. The goals of the fourth therapy session were introduced by 

the study therapist 100% of the time per the fidelity assessment which served to guide the 

session agenda. In 50% of the fourth therapy sessions, the therapist guided the subject in a 

“mini-exposure” as described in the ASSIP manual [16].

Attrition—Follow-up assessments were performed at (masked for anonymity) or by 

telephone, and were conducted exclusively by telephone following the COVID-19 executive 

order in March 2020. Subjects were reassessed over the 6-month follow-up period whenever 

possible and whether or not they reached the primary endpoint (suicide reattempt) earlier 

in the course of follow-up. Cumulative dropout due to subject withdrawal, suicide, or 

permanent loss to follow-up was 17.6% at 1-month follow-up, 23.5% at 3-month follow-up, 

and 23.5% at 6-month follow-up.

Study Outcomes—Suicide reattempt over 6-month follow-up was common in the sample. 

Based on C-SSRS results, 9 (26%) subjects across conditions made a total of 11 suicide 

attempts, with median (range) days to first attempt = 98 days (31, 148). Based on multi

source results, 13 (38%) subjects across conditions made a total of 19 attempts over 6-month 

follow-up, with median (range) days to first attempt = 53 days (7, 148). Descriptive suicide 

attempt results stratified by treatment condition (ASSIP, control) are presented in Table 2. 

One subject (assigned to ASSIP) died of suicide during follow-up. Descriptive results for 

suicidal ideation including current ideation (i.e., past week) and at the self-reported worst 

point, at baseline and at 6-month follow-up are presented in Table 3, stratified by treatment 

condition.

Discussion

This three-year treatment development study achieved its goals of adapting the evidence 

based ASSIP therapy for delivery in hospital to adult suicide attempt patients with alcohol 

or drug use problems. We were able to establish the feasibility of recruiting such patients, 

delivering three sessions of ASSIP in their hospital rooms along with a fourth session 

post-discharge within an established academic medical center setting, and doing so with 
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fidelity to the therapy. ASSIP subjects also reported high satisfaction and working alliance 

with their study therapist. The feasibility of retaining subjects over 6-mont follow-up was 

also demonstrated. Study outcomes were assessed using gold standard measures of suicide 

reattempt (C-SSRS) and suicidal ideation (SSI), along with the innovative use of a multi

source method to identify suicide reattempts missed by self-report. Suicide reattempt over 

6-month follow-up was common in the study sample including in the ASSIP group (see 

Table 2). However, the descriptive results for change in suicidal ideation in the ASSIP 

therapy group at 6- month follow-up appear more encouraging (see Table 3). There is 

precedence for lowering suicidal ideation using brief, suicide-focused interventions [36], and 

further study of ASSIP in reducing suicidal ideation seems warranted.

There were limitations of the study. As a small, underpowered RCT with short period 

of follow-up, formal tests of comparison between the study groups were not performed. 

Accordingly, the results concerning the study outcomes are descriptive and should be 

interpreted with caution. The added safety features including the use of telephone check-ins 

during the first month post-discharge provided added support to both controls and ASSIP 

patients, potentially reducing group differences. Although we delivered the bulk of the 

therapy in hospital to take advantage of a teachable moment, it could be that delivering it 

in such a short period of time reduced its potency. The large number of suicide reattempts 

in the sample, along with suicide deaths over the course of the project, warrant further 

comment. First and foremost, it was a high-risk sample of suicide attempt patients. Our goal 

to complete the first three sessions of ASSIP in hospital necessitated recruiting subjects with 

sufficient length of stay to fulfill this agenda, complicated by the need for stabilization and 

uncertainty early in the hospital course about projected length of stay. Accordingly, subjects 

typically had lengthy periods of hospitalization and a signal that clinical staff had significant 

concerns about patients’ safety. These safety concerns included risk for suicidal behavior 

related to: 1) history of trauma and/or interpersonal violence, ongoing housing instability, 

legal charges, unemployment, or interpersonal tensions; 2) fallout from the suicide attempts 

including shame, disruptions to one’s interpersonal network, or lingering cognitive and other 

medical effects of large overdoses; 3) histories of accessing information about lethal agents 

and ordering such agents through the internet; and 4) challenges accessing appropriate 

treatment or in adhering to such treatment. For example, the suicide decedent in the RCT 

had marked difficulties in all four of these areas of safety. Our eligibility requirement of 

alcohol- or drug-related problems also increased risk.

The high-risk nature of the study population suggests that additional measures beyond 

a brief intervention may be needed to lower the risk for repetition of suicidal behavior. 

Additionally, the most common reason for exclusion was brief lengths of stays because 

the 3-session ASSIP intervention could not be completed in hospital, a limiting factor for 

the purpose of dissemination. An alternative strategy would be to complete the first ASSIP 

session in hospital, in line with a teachable moment, but to continue the therapy following 

discharge on an outpatient basis which is consistent with the original ASSIP and its weekly 

sessions. This approach could accommodate most short stay patients and was used with a 

subset of ASSIP cases in the seminal RCT which showed a large effect in reducing risk for 

suicide reattempt [17]. However, disseminating such a strategy is challenging in the U.S. 

context where there is typically a hard distinction between staff providing inpatient care 
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and those providing outpatient care, and it would require more flexible approaches because 

continuity of ASSIP with the same therapist is essential to the therapeutic alliance, a likely 

mechanism of the therapy [37].
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Fig. 1. 
CONSORT Flow Diagram.
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Table 1.

Baseline Demographic and Clinical Characteristics

Characteristic ASSIP (n = 16) Control (n = 18)

Female
1 12 (75%) 10 (63%)

Minority race or ethnicity
2 6 (38%) 8 (44%)

Age, mean (SD) 42.8 (15.2) 38.4 (17.8)

Any post-high school education 10 (63%) 6 (33%)

Employed full-time or part-time 5 (31%) 7 (39%)

Married or living with partner 5 (31%) 5 (28%)

One or more children 8 (50%) 10 (63%)

Veteran of the military 1 (6%) 3 (17%)

Multiple (2+) prior suicide attempts
3 9 (56%) 9 (50%)

What percentage of you wanted to die (in attempt)? mean (SD) 89.4 (16.4) 79.4 (26.2)

AUDIT score, mean (SD) 15.3 (12.6) 12.4 (10.3)

Alcohol use related problems
4 10 (63%) 11 (61%)

DAST-105 score, mean (SD) 3.2 (3.2) 4.2 (3.7)

Non-medical drug use related problems
5 10 (63%) 12 (67%)

PHQ-9 score, mean (SD) 21.1 (2.3) 17.4 (6.3)

Days hospitalized, mean (SD) 15.9 (10.7) 15.6 (8.1)

Days to study enrollment, mean (SD) 4.2 (3.1) 5.6 (4.5)

Recruited on a medical floor (vs. psychiatric unit) 7 (44%) 8 (44%)

Mood disorder diagnosis at hospital discharge 14 (88%) 15 (83%)

Anxiety disorder diagnosis at hospital discharge 3 (19%) 7 (39%)

Notes. n (%) shown unless otherwise indicated. ASSIP = Attempted Suicide Short Intervention Program; AUDIT = Alcohol Use Disorders 
Identification Test; DAST-10 = Drug Abuse Screening Test (10-item); PHQ-9 = Patient Health Questionnaire (9-item).

1
All subjects self-identified as female or male.

2
Minority race or ethnicity includes: 8 Black subjects (4 ASSIP, 4 Control), 4 Multiracial (2 ASSIP, 2 Control), 1 American Indian/Alaskan Native 

(Control), and 2 Hispanic/Latinx (1 ASSIP, 1 Control).

3
Multiple attempt history (2+) was a stratification variable for treatment assignment.

4
Alcohol-related problems based on AUDIT score ≥8.

5
Non-medical drug use related problems based on DAST-10 score ≥2.
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Table 2.

Suicide Attempt Results over 6-month Follow-up

Self-report results
1

All source results
2

Treatment condition 
(n)

No. with 
follow-up

No. making an 
attempt

Total no. 
attempts

No. with 
follow-up

No. making an 
attempt

Total no. 
attempts

ASSIP, n = 16 12 5 7 14 7
11

3

Control, n = 18 14 4 4 16 6 8

Note. ASSIP = Attempted Suicide Short Intervention Program.

1
Self-report results = based on administration of Columbia-Suicide Severity Rating Scale at follow-up assessment(s).

2
Multi-source results = based on self-report, review of electronic medical record, and communications with study team (e.g., family, community 

provider) with subjects’ written consent.

3
Includes one fatal suicide attempt (i.e., suicide death).
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Table 3.

Scale for Suicidal Ideation (SSI) – Current and Worst Point Results

Treatment Condition n Mean (SD) n Mean (SD)

SSI-Current at Baseline 
1 SSI-Current at 6-month follow-up 

2 

ASSIP 16 18.75 (9.81) 12 1.42 (3.40)

Control 18 16.67 (12.93) 14 6.43 (8.41)

SSI-Worst Point at Baseline 
3 SSI-Worst Point at 6-month follow-up 

4 

ASSIP 16 21.12 (9.32) 12 7.50 (9.66)

Control 18 21.78 (7.61) 14 13.28 (11.31)

Note. ASSIP = Attempted Suicide Short Intervention Program; SSI = Scale for Suicidal Ideation.

1
SSI-Current at Baseline = SSI scores in past week at baseline.

2
SSI-Current at 6-month follow-up = SSI scores in past week at 6-month follow-up assessment.

3
SSI-Worst Point at Baseline = SSI scores for worst lifetime suicidal crisis at baseline prior to past week.

4
SSI-Worst Point at 6-month follow-up = SSI scores for worst suicidal crisis prior to past week as assessed at 6-month follow-up.
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